The KRT Silver Sephorah Geomantic Signal Multiplier
The Sephorah
This mystical symbol (also spelled Sefirot) is known as The
Tree of Life within the esoteric Judaic Kabbalah.
The
symbol is used to describe the path to God and the manner
in which He created the world ex nihilo (out of nothing). In
many religions the story of creation is filled with metaphor,
however the Sephorah is consistently described not as a
story but as a diagram - a map of 22 pathways connecting
10 points, each of which explains one of the specific stages
by which “divine energy” is transformed into the physical
matter of the universe in which we live. Of particular
interest is the fact that Kabbalists do not envision time and
space as pre-existing – instead these are phases of
existence that come into being as specific post-kindling
stages on the Tree of Life. Later stages depict the binding
and recombination of energetic materials until they are so
dense that “pure, limitless energy is ‘solidified’ into the
physical universe”.
All of this should sound extremely familiar to the radionics researcher, who understands the process
by which the focused intent of the trained operator is used to drive detection, assessment and
transmission of scalar energy waveforms between specimen and source using the radionic
instrument as the mind-matter interface. Just as the Kabbalah describes the birth of physical reality
from “limitless divine energy”, the trained operator uses the radionic instrument to pre-engineer
physical reality by tapping into the boundless gulf of universal energy at the null point before linear
time and physical space exist.
Geomantic Signal Multiplication
When a couple of electronic design specialists like Mr. Beutlich and my father turned their attention
to the study of the Kabbalah, it was immediately obvious to them that the diagram was not merely a
symbolic representation of a mystical process, but that it was an actual blueprint for construction of
a physical object – a rectangular box with pyramidal ends that has 10 corners that act as signal
reflectors. This shape is geomantic in nature, meaning simply that the specific properties of this box
(such as the lengths of the sides and the angles at which they connect) dictate the focal and
intersection points of the energy being reflected from corner to corner and along both the inner
edges and planar surfaces of the Sephorah.
In the same way that the geomantic properties of the optical lenses in a telescope
determine that telescope’s focal point and magnification strength, the shape and
size of the silver Sephorah dictates the degree of signal focus and information
density as the scalar energy is reflected from point to point along the 22 pathways
described by the Kabbalah. Placing the Kelly radionic instrument’s radio core coil
at the center of this ancient signal multiplying and focusing device delivers the
researcher’s radionic information directly to the pre-physical place of kindling, the
null point found at the first stage of the Sephorah.
The Silver
Constructing the Sephorah out of 99.9% pure silver guaranteed maximum
electrical conductivity while also tapping into silver’s properties regarding energy
transformation. It is no coincidence that silver has been revered historically not
only for its monetary value, but also for its associations with creation and selfawareness. The Egyptians linked this metal with Isis, goddess of fertility and
creation. In the Far East, silver is associated with the 6th chakra – the brow – from
which springs activation of the lower brain/central nervous system and the birth of
wisdom, insight and even clairvoyance.
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The Results
The signal focusing and intensifying properties of the silver Sephorah deliver improved accuracy and
increased information density. Specific benefits to the researcher included a consistent reduction in
dowsed broadcast times, as well as a decrease in the rate of repetition required to address recurring
issues such as water contamination, efforts to modify soil composition and virtually any effort to
cultivate life in a world permeated by chemical products, chemical poisons and chemical pollution.
An overall increased in instrument effectiveness has also been observed by those researchers
working in areas of excessive or fluctuating magnetic fields, both natural and artificially generated.
The BNC Electronic Frequency Input:
The other fundamental change that marked the 3rd generation of Kelly Analyzers was
the introduction of an electronic frequency input circuit through a “BNC”-type external
connector - an industry-standard locking connector found on electronic test equipment.
The signals introduced through this circuit
are delivered directly to the radio core
coil at the heart of the silver Sephorah,
where they are fused and focused with
the amplified scalar energy patterns
being delivered from the instrument’s
tuning capacitors. The new composite
scalar-electromagnetic signal is then
delivered to the antenna or antenna array
for final transmission.
While the addition of this simple circuit
may seem like a minor modification when
compared with the esoteric and ancient
Scalar signals from the radionics instrument are fused and focused with
technology of the Sephorah, in fact this electronic frequencies in the radio core coil at the center of the silver Sephorah
was a change with profound implications - before moving to a phase array antenna for data layering and transmission.
the Kelly instrument could finally stand as
a universal radionics testing device with the power to assess the energetic state of anything that can
be photographed, placed in a test tube, or sent through a wire. We’ve all heard that some dairy
men play classical music in their milking parlors to sooth the cows. With the electronic frequency
input, that dairy man could directly measure the impact of Brahms versus Beethoven on the General
Vitality (9-49) of the herd.
Likewise, any electronic frequency can be transmitted in support of a scalar energy program. For
example, the 7.83 Hz “ELF” Schumann Earth resonance frequency can be of assistance in dampening
the effect of high tension power lines that pass through or near a field while also assisting as a
carrier wave; this waveform can be directly introduced to any scalar transmission. Similarly, any
frequency or frequency program from the work of Royal Rife may be introduced radionically to either
the whole of an organism (0-100) or to targeted areas if used in conjunction with strategically
chosen radionic rates.
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